HOW TO COMPLETE YOUR PERFORMANCE RECORDING FORMS
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1. Suggested Weighing Dates
These dates indicate when the calves listed on the
form are on average 200, 400 and 600 days of age,
based on their birth dates. The suggested weigh dates
should be used as a guide as to when to weigh your
animals.
2 .Calf Details
Dam, sire, date of birth, last weighing date and
weight are pre-printed for each calf as an easy
reference to the details already stored for that calf. If
any of these details are INCORRECT, provide the
CORRECT details.
3. Further Tests
If you require additional performance recording
forms for these calves, circle “Yes”. If not, circle
“No”.
4. Calf
The animals are listed in tattoo order within each
report. The relevant details on calving year, season of
birth & sex are given in the heading at the top of the
page.
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5. Wean Date
Record the date when the calf was weaned (or
separated from its mother) in this column.
6. Dsp Cd
If the calf is no longer active in the herd, enter the
relevant disposal code in this column (see the bottom
of each page for a list of the relevant disposal codes
for your Breed Society/Association).
7. Date
Record the weigh date (or the date of disposal) in this
column. (eg. 20-05-10). If the weigh date is the same
for all animals, simply enter the date against the first
animal and draw an arrow down the column.
8. Wt.
Record the weight to the nearest pound or kilogram
in this column. Circle the appropriate measurement
units (lbs/kgs) at the top of the page. Animals must
be between 80 to 900 days of age to have post-birth
weights analysed by BREEDPLAN.
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9. Mgt Grp
Record the calf management group in this column. A
management group should be entered if a calf or
group of calves have been treated differently since
the previous weighing.
10. Castrate
If the calf was castrated prior to the day of weighing,
put a “Y” in the YES column. Enter the castration
date .in the Date column.
11. Hip Ht
If a hip height is measured, record the height (in
whole cm) in this column.( e.g. 126).
12. Sct Cir
If a scrotal circumference is measured, record the size
(in cm) in this column. (e.g. 35.5). Bulls must be
between 300 to 700 days of age when measured.

